
Customizable metrics allow for greater flexibility and more precise 

monitoring

Easy communication through the touch capable HMI and optional 

keyboard and mouse 

Remote monitoring via dedicated IP address to tablets, smart 

phones, and more

OPC Connectivity allow data to be shared with other visualization 

systems

Email alerts to keep you in the know

Available at
MADE IN THE USAA

Visual data communication through optional pilot lights, stack light, 

scrolling marquee, and tv monitor

Export data in real time into Microsoft Excel or CSV files to conduct 

further analytics

Pre-programmed PLC and HMI gets your ScorBox up and 

monitoring quickly

Analog, digital inputs, and high speed counters  connect to existing 

sensors on equipment

Reports can be scheduled or manually sent right to your email

Production Rate 95%

Features:

Manufactured by

Improve Manufacturing Efficiency

Scrolling Marquee Overhead Monitor

OPC/Hardwired
to Your Machine

Email

Spreadsheets

Smart Device

Stack Lights



Premier Automation is an industry leading engineered solutions company 
focused on providing best-in-class automation, drives, power electronics, electrical control & OEE 
solutions, panel building, and services for the industrial market. Visit www.premierautomation.com for 
more information.  

Significant expertise in tailored engineered solutions designed specifically for our customers.
Decades of experience in industrial automation.
Multiple manufacturer solutions (ABB, Allen-Bradley, GE, Siemens, etc.) to meet our customer’s specifications.
High value and dependable performance come standard on all of our engineered solutions.

Premier Automation Offers:

Visual DataTrack EfficiencyAnalog/Digital Inputs Customizable Metrics

Manufactured by Premier Automation

ScorBox
ScorBox is an ideal product 
solution to contribute to Overall 
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) on 
the manufacturing floor.

Optimal for any production facility, the ScorBox 
will automatically keep track of your machines’ 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) without 
incorporating a large scale monitoring system. 
With analog and digital inputs connecting to 
already existing sensors, ScorBox provides 
product counts, rejects, cycle times, and more. 

The ScorBox allows operators and managers 
alike to keep a close watch on the production 
line and provides notifications when efficiency is 
below a set standard.  

The ScorBox also enables communication through email, with the ability to choose predefined recipients and 
messages. It will automatically tell supervisors or managers when a line goes down for a preset amount of time.
 ScorBox can be customized with special features, metrics, and enclosures.

DOWNTIME 00:1
5 OEE 95%


